Arrangement under Class Suspension

(21.6.2009)

1. Year-end Examination
1. The remaining examinations scheduled will be cancelled and no re-examination will be arranged. Subject teachers will give an estimated mark as the final examination mark based on the continuous assessment and student continuous performance, including test, student work and performance in lesson and the performance in the first-term examination.
2. Continuous Learning during Class Suspension – The examination papers of all cancelled examinations will be sent to students in a form of student work through e-class on the scheduled examination date.
3. The marking scheme of all examination papers will be sent to students through e-class on or before 30/6(Tuesday) 12:00 noon.

2. Subject Selection and Class Allocation Result for Current S3 Students
The result will be uploaded on school webpage on or before 2/7 (Thursday) 12:00 noon.

3. Summer Assignment
Summer Assignment of all subjects will be sent to students through e-class on or before 13/7 (Monday) and students are required to complete the assignment according to the instructions given by the subject teachers.

4. Report Card
Students may take the report card and booklist from the general office from 13/7-25/7.

5. Summer Tutorial Classes and Summer Activities
1. All summer tutorial classes and summer activities will be cancelled during the class suspension period.
2. Summer tutorial classes and summer activities will be conducted as scheduled after the class suspension period. Information will be released on the school webpage if there are any changes. Please kindly check the school webpage for updates.